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Abstract:
Buildings tend to not operate as intended, and a pronounced gap often exists between measured and predicted environmental and energy performance. Although the causes of this ‘performance gap’ are multi-faceted, issues surrounding data integration are key contributory factors. The distributed nature of the Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) industry presents many challenges to the effective capture, integration and assessment of building performance data. Not all building data can be described semantically, nor is it feasible to create adapters between many different software tools. Similarly, not all building contextual data can easily be captured in a single product-centric model.

This paper presents a new solution to the problem based upon a hybrid architecture that links data which is retained in its original format. The architecture links existing and efficient relational databases storing time-series data and semantically-described building contextual data. The main contribution of this work is an original RDF syntax structure and ontology to represent existing database schema information, and a new mechanism that automatically prepares data streams for processing by rule-based performance definitions. Two test cases evaluate the concept by 1) applying the hybrid architecture to building performance data from an actual building, and 2) evaluating the
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efficiency of the architecture against a purely RDF-based solution that also stores all of
the time-series data in RDF for a virtual building. The hybrid architecture also avoids
the duplication of time-series data and overcomes some of the differences found in
database schemas and database platforms.

1 Introduction

Buildings are responsible for 40% of EU energy consumption and 36% of the EU’s CO₂
emissions. Improved environmental and energy performance of buildings is therefore a
key EU objective [1]. A recognised and multi-faceted performance gap exists between
measured and predicted building performance. De Wilde attributed components of the
gap to three broad stages of the building lifecycle: design, construction (including
handover) and operation [2].

One key contributing factor to the performance gap is the accuracy of physical
measurement of building performance information. One cannot manage what one does
not measure, and existing measurement practices can be inadequate or difficult to
implement effectively [3, 4]. The poor transfer of performance information [2]
throughout the building lifecycle [5] and poor interoperability and data integration
between toolsets in the domain can lead to inadequate levels of performance assessment
[6].

Schein [7] and Granderson [8] have provided robust and effective methods of building
performance assessment, while approaches to data integration such as Building
Information Modelling (BIM) and the Internet of Things (IOT) broadly promise a
resolution to the data integration problem. The limiting factor restricting optimal
performance assessment remains the use of integrated performance data.

The AEC industry presents some unique challenges to data integration due to the
distributed nature of the industry and the presence of many interacting but poorly
linked domains. A direct consequence of this is that building managers do not have
access to the data and information they need in order to optimally manage buildings
[9].

1.1 Computer Science Approaches to Data Integration

When considered more closely, there are three main computer science approaches
which might be applied to the data integration issue; the common data model, the
adapter approach, and semantically-described data. Each approach has significant
drawbacks when applied in the AEC industry.

Proprietary software suites use an underlying data model to describe data exchange in
specific domains for instance [10, 11]. The common data model approach uses a
central underlying data model as a data hub through agreement between tool vendors.
The data hub is then interpreted by domain-specific applications. In response, the
buildingSMART alliance provides the open Industry Foundation Class (IFC) data
model to describe data exchange in specified domains in an open manner [12], though
significant challenges remain relating to the description of diverse building data domains, and the broader acceptance and adoption of the standard in the wider BIM community.

Rather than attempting to convert all data to a particular data model, the adapter approach uses adapters to integrate different data models, representing different AEC domains [13]. Previous efforts such as the HESMOS and Cooperate projects [14-16] used such an approach, enabling data transfer between different native data formats. However, significant data loss is inherent in such an approach [17]. Also, in an industry as diverse as AEC, it is not feasible to develop and maintain adapters for all cases of data transfer between model and toolsets in the industry [18].

The semantic web approach uses ontologies to provide a way to add knowledge to unstructured data. These ontologies are typically based on Web Ontology Language (OWL) [19], which uses the Resource Description Framework (RDF) to describe the relationships between specific objects using the subject-object-predicate structure [20]. This approach has proven to be quite successful in integrating cross-domain data sources in the AEC industry [11, 21-23], by allowing the description of building context data in a homogeneous fashion [11, 22, 24]. For example, the Sensor Ontology [25] was developed to describe sensor information including placement and measurement contexts.

The semantic web approach can be used to overcome some of the issues associated with product-centric data models such as IFC, and ontology matching approaches [26] can be used to provide greater meaning across domain-specific ontologies. The semantic web approach can be used very effectively to link contextual building data, including building geometry, material properties, as-built construction details and HVAC specifications. Time-series data can be managed very efficiently in existing database structures.

This paper presents a flexible, as-needed solution to information sharing in the AEC domain, whereby data is retained in the most appropriate format and shared as required. This hybrid approach may provide an inexpensive and effective solution to the data integration issue.

The well recognised performance gap between measured and simulated data is a multi-faceted problem with root causes spread throughout the building lifecycle [2]. Different aspects of the performance gap have been considered in isolation, including issues around assumption, approximation, and simplification of both measurement and modelling [27]. Additionally the performance gap associated with user behaviour and occupancy patterns within buildings is difficult to qualify for a number of complex and related reasons [28]. Notably, the manual linkage of person and room information has a number of practical and accuracy constraints that permeate the building life cycle [29]. This paper is concerned specifically with enhancing the interoperability between measured and simulated performance data encountered during building operation [2].
The hybrid approach enables enhanced building performance assessment through a hybrid data architecture solution, integrating existing and available data sources in buildings using both semantic web technologies and more traditional database solutions. A new mechanism is defined to automatically prepare data streams for processing by rule-based performance definitions.

Building on previous work by Corry et al. [8] and O’Donnell et al. [9] [11] [21], the objective of this paper is to show how building context data can be mapped to related performance data. The proposed approach keeps time-series data within its original database, avoiding duplication while benefitting from the high efficiency of mature database platforms, especially for structured fixed data [30, 31]. This approach defines an RDF syntax structure and vocabulary to represent database schemas based on semantic web technology. It also provides a framework for the access of time-series data in databases based on building geometry contextual data and SSN contextual data.

Section 2 describes the technologies used in this work. Section 3 introduces the hybrid architecture used to integrate AEC performance data with building context data. Section 4 details the syntax of the mapping description, the connection module and the mapping module. Section 5 describes two test cases for evaluation and verification of the new approach. Finally, Section 6, the conclusion, presents the main outcomes from this work.

2 Case for a Hybrid Solution

Augenbroe advocates a rigorous use of building performance indicators to ensure compliance between project specification and performance [32]. This type of rigour is hampered by the nature of the data capture and storage systems used currently in the AEC industry.

Due to the fragmented nature of the AEC industry, many domain-specific data models exist. The rigorous use of performance indicators requires the integration of data retained in these formats, in some manner.

The performance framework using the scenario modelling method [9] followed on from previous performance metric/indicator work by Hitchcock and Augenbroe [33-35]. Additionally, BuildingEQ developed practical measurement and metric sets for buildings [36]. Corry et al. addressed some of the limiting factors of this framework through the formalisation of a performance assessment ontology for buildings [37]. The value of the performance indicator approach is enhanced through recent research developments [11, 21, 22]. Each of these efforts identified how the successful implementation of a performance indicator approach is dependent on access to reliable, integrated, building information.

Choosing one method for the integration of such diverse data is neither feasible, nor appropriate.
2.1 Data Sharing for Performance Evaluation

Cross-domain data sharing is not commonplace in the industry. For example, linking occupancy patterns to building operation, as illustrated in Figure 1, would enable traditionally separate information sources to be combined and potentially offer new insights into building operation. In this example, tracking the number of members in a given part of a sports centre can aid with staff scheduling and more focused HVAC operational strategies. Similarly, linking design intent to building operation or linking simulation to building operation requires an integrated approach to data management that is not always evident.

![Figure 1: Semantic web based integration of traditionally separate silos of information: BMS data from the BEP silo; user access records; BIM for the Architectural silo and human resources systems [11].](image)

This paper strongly advocates leaving building data in the most appropriate platform and format, only using and linking such data on an as-needed basis. The paper presents a novel architecture to allow this to take place.

Contextual information about a building can add to the effectiveness of performance data. Context information may include building geometry and HVAC descriptions as obtained from Building Information Model (BIM) formats, including IFC [38, 39] and SimModel [40, 41]. Sensor definitions described using the Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) ontology [42] and other soft building information [11] based on the RDF format contribute to a richer set of context information. This type of information can be described and integrated very effectively using the semantic web approach.

Time-series data mainly describes continuous records from deployed sensors and meters in buildings [43]. There are some relationships between context information and time-series data. For example, a sensor ID described using the SSN ontology may also be referred to in time-series data generated from the sensor.
Figure 2: Integrating diverse building data silos in an appropriate manner can enhance building performance assessment.

Traditionally, semantically-described contextual data might be linked to time-series data through an Application Programming Interface (API), using Structured Query Language (SQL) queries. However, API coding incurs an additional effort overhead. These APIs directly translate SPARQL queries (the language used to query RDF files) into SQL queries [44]. This approach is imperfect as some data is retained in RDF format [21] for the purpose of linking [45] and inferencing [46]. In addition, the format of time-series data in databases is well established and it is not efficient to leverage a complex algorithm for the translation of SPARQL into SQL to query such data.

Another approach is to extract time-series data from a relational database and transform it into RDF format. Much work has been done to represent database schemas [47] and transform data in databases into RDF data [48-50]. Although such data can be linked to other existing RDF data silos, several issues arise:

1. Time-series data from the original BMS database is duplicated in an RDF store, leading to inefficiencies;
2. RDF is not effective at representing fixed-structure data and more space is consumed for its storage [31];
3. Triple stores (frameworks used for storing and querying RDF data) for RDF data imply less efficient lookups compared with relational databases [51].

The key contribution of this work is the integration of time-series data with contextual building data in a manner that does not require significant reinterpretation and conversion. This enables a faster run-time performance of the hybrid system. Based on this work, building performance can be more comprehensively assessed with integrated data sources, using building performance assessment methods [52].

3 System Architecture Overview

The hybrid approach proposed in this paper aims to overcome the current disconnect
between context information and time-series data to enable in-depth building performance analysis. This hybrid approach illustrates how to effectively integrate time-series data stored in relational databases with other building contextual information in order to enable rule-based building performance evaluations. Design of this software system aligns with an approach taken by a relevant research project, namely the Linked dataspace for Energy Intelligence (LEI) [53]. In doing so, the hybrid architecture uses four distinct layers that clearly distinguish between: 1) applications for energy management, 2) support services for accessing linked data, 3) linked cross-domain context data and 4) data sources (see Figure 3). When combined, these layers deliver a robust, flexible, loosely-coupled architecture for building energy management. Each layer is described in detail between Section 3.1 and Section 3.4.

![Hybrid architecture](image)

**Figure 3: Hybrid architecture used to integrate contextual and time-series building performance data for access by specific applications.**

### 3.1 Application Layer

The Applications Layer provides software interfaces to end-users and is easily extensible with additional tools. Applications come in many forms with the intention of enabling effective decision support. For example, dashboards graphically present data in a simple and accessible format, while building energy analysis tools are used to gain a deeper understanding of the energy consumption patterns within a building.
### 3.2 Support Services Layer

The Support Services layer enables access to linked data formats by providing an access infrastructure to the linked data (Figure 4).

#### Figure 4: Workflow of the architecture enabling integration of time-series data in relational databases.

In the context of this paper, the ‘connection module’ and ‘mapping module’ are key new developments. The connection module links RDF contextual building data to relational database platforms such as Mysql, DB2, and Oracle (Section 4.2). The mapping module on the other hand obtains time-series data from linked BMS databases using schema information stored in the DB-RDF file and other contextual building data (Section 4.3). The mapping module furthermore identifies data needed by rule-based performance definitions such as specific performance metrics and associated measurements. The novelty of the mapping module lies in the manner in which these two types of query are integrated: 1) SPARQL queries on RDF contextual building data, and 2) SQL queries on time-series data stored in relational databases. SQL queries are sent to the connection module that accordingly returns time-series data to the mapping module.

### 3.3 Linked Data Layer

The Linked Data layer contains the RDF format contextual data sources after they have been linked using relationships between entities. Two types of relationships exist:

1. General relationships between different entities within the same data source;
2. ‘Same As’ relationships between entities in different data sources (Figure 1).
For example, the entity named ‘Room’ in the BEP silo is the ‘Same As’ the entity named ‘Room’ in the IFC silo. These relationships are described through defining RDF syntax structure and vocabulary.

Another key contribution of this work is a new RDF syntax structure and vocabulary, called DB-RDF, which describes database schemas (e.g. database name, table name etc.) and server information (e.g. database platform, IP information etc.) in a common format. The server information is used to automatically connect various database platforms. The database schema information is leveraged to create SQL queries, based on other contextual building data, to obtain time-series data from databases (Figure 4). DB-RDF is described in detail in Section 4.1.

3.4 Sources Layer

The Sources Layer contains data and information in native formats, i.e. time-series building performance data in a database and contextual building data stored in BIM, RDF and other formats. Applications that work in their native formats offer greater flexibility in terms of available functionality and remove the need for extensive data transformation between models. If necessary, the contextual building data, originally stored in IFC, SimModel, and SSN is converted to RDF format using a set of existing adapters [39, 54, 55].

4 Detailed System Specifications

The new hybrid approach uses existing technologies, such as the RDF standard and SQL queries, and requires three additional elements to integrate previously disconnected contextual data and time-series data contained within relational databases:

1. **DB-RDF** - an RDF syntax structure that describes database schemas and database server information (Section 4.1);

2. A connection module that connects various database platforms based on the DB-RDF file. These connections enable querying of time-series data from relational databases (Section 4.2);

3. A mapping module that integrates contextual data and time-series data used for building performance definition. The integration mechanism uses SPARQL queries and SQL queries (Section 4.3).

4.1 **DB-RDF – A Database Schema Representation in RDF**

Different databases are designed with different schemas and are deployed on different database platforms. In order to access different databases the schema and platform information are represented as instances of RDF(S) or OWL ontologies, which are subsequently stored in a DB-RDF file (Figure 5).
Figure 5: The structure of the DB-RDF file used to automatically connect to database servers and compose SQL queries.

The DB-RDF file structure contains seven nodes. The root node stores all database platform-relevant properties as well as the database schema. Table nodes store time-series data and comprise separate column nodes. Additional nodes store rules for formatting values stored in database fields if required.

BMSs usually use time or location variables to index time-series data from sensors. Specifically designed rules match tables based on time or location variables. Each rule parameter is stored in a parameter node construct and other constructs hold translation rules that convert date or location parameters between different formats, e.g. the first month of a year can be represented with 01, 1, Jan., January, etc.

4.2 A Connection Module to Access BMS Databases

Many mature relational database platforms efficiently store BMS time-series data. However, there are some structural differences between the databases that prevent them from being accessed in a consistent way. The connection module addresses this issue by using established connection pool technology [56] to efficiently manage the database connections (Figure 6).
Figure 6: Workflow of the connection module, which creates and manages connections to relational databases

The connection module loads server information from the DB-RDF file, including drivers for various platforms such as Mysql, SQL Server and Oracle. Server information is also used to compose a specific URL pointing to a database deployed on a particular server. For example, if the database (named ‘record’) in a building is deployed on the Mysql platform and a local server (IP: 127.0.0.1, Port: 3306), a specific string (jdbc:mysql://127.0.0.1:3306/record) is automatically generated to access the database.

The connection module waits for SQL queries from the mapping module and maintains the status of connections if an SQL query is not successfully executed. The connection module also creates a connection pool to manage connections and statements related to connected databases. Other modules can easily obtain a connection or a statement. This mechanism efficiently creates connections and statements, removing the need for a significant time and resource overhead. The connection module also achieves a loosely coupled and safer system by only allowing the connection pool to create and manage connections and statements.

4.3 A Mapping Module for Performance Definitions and Native Data Sources

The newly developed mapping module integrates time-series performance data with contextual building data. Figure 7 presents an example use case for the mapping module and this example carries through this section. The mapping module generates a table-index-tree through assuming that records of each room within the building in
question are stored in a table. The building node (e.g. SLLS) is the root node of the
tree and has two child nodes, one for each storey (storey 0 and storey 1) which are in
turn connected to relevant room nodes (e.g. Pharmacy, Pool Hall and Theatre). Each
room node connects to a table node containing three columns that store parameters id, 
time and value respectively (Figure 7 B).

For a given performance definition from the sources layer (e.g. relative humidity
quantification between an upper and lower bound), the mapping module extracts the
target contexts, i.e. building objects, and data streams required by performance
indicators. In Figure 7B the ‘Pool Hall’ is the target building object.

Furthermore, the mapping module constructs a list of relevant sensors (one humidity
sensor in this case) by generating SPARQL queries to identify particular building
objects and sensor information (Figure 8). Subsequently, the mapping module uses the
sensor list and time period information to automatically generate SQL queries for
time-series data based on the schema information stored within the DB-RDF file. It is
important to note that a target building object may contain child objects, and multiple
sensors of the same type (e.g. humidity sensors) might be deployed in large rooms such
as a ‘Pool Hall’ to track a single performance indicator. Accordingly, the mapping
module preserves a sufficient level of detail by containing a specific data structure to
store time-series data and related properties.
A key feature of this hybrid architecture is the link between SPARQL and SQL queries (Figure 9). Once the performance analysis context and the device types have been identified, then SQL queries extract the relevant time series data from the relational database. The mapping module automatically generates SQL queries by integrating device information and database schema information contained within DB-RDF documents. In order to increase query efficiency for cases where match rules exist in database tables, target building object information and time period information are analysed by accessing specifically appointed database tables (Figure 9).
The hybrid architecture is now tested for building performance evaluation and query efficiency perspectives.

5 Testing performance assessment using the hybrid approach

Two use-cases were created to evaluate the hybrid architecture concept. These cases are not intended to serve as an exhaustive exploration of the viability of these data sources as indicators of building performance, but as an illustration of how time-series data sources in BMSs can be accessed and linked to other building context data. In particular, we look to qualify if additional engineering insight is available when compared against equivalent data available from single sources such as a BMS.

In the first case, we integrate time-series data from the UCD sports centre with context data from an original BIM source, together with output from a Building Energy Performance Simulation (BEPS) model. This integration enables the evaluation of measured building operation against previously defined, rule-based performance criteria and quantifies the performance of a significant yet unmetered heating coil. This experiment is designed to show how time-series data and rudimentary calendar information can be integrated with semantic building data to allow a greater degree of understanding of building performance.

The second use-case focuses on the comparison of query times for data stored in two different environments. The first is the hybrid architecture approach presented in this
paper and the second stores the same time-series data but in linked data format.

### 5.1 Test Case 1: Integrating context and time-series data

The UCD Student Learning, Leisure and Sports (SLLS) Complex is an 11,000 m² facility, spread over three-storeys. This evaluation focuses on the 50m x 25m swimming pool area and associated AHU. The building uses a Unitron BMS, manufactured by Cylon Controls Ltd., Ireland, for all building controls and ancillary equipment.

In order to demonstrate the applicability of the hybrid approach, this case uses a linked data environment to integrate a number of previously disconnected data sources (Figure 10).

![Figure 10: Implementation diagram for test case 1 highlight the sources of information and the technologies that comprise the hybrid-architecture.](image)

The hybrid-architecture links the following information:

1. Time-series data from Cylon sensors and meters as well as output from the EnergyPlus (E+) model.
2. A *DB-RDF* file representing database schema information and server information of the BMS.
4. Selected rule-based performance definition are set and stored in an RDF file (Figure 11).
5. Building geometry information, based on a Building Information Model (BIM) of the building, which is transformed from an IFC file into an IFC-RDF file [39]. The source provides object information about the building, which is used to link sensor information for each object.

6. In order to provide context data for the test case, we converted sensor information, stored in an Excel file, into a RDF file based on rules defined in Table 1.

Table 1: Vocabulary for presenting sensors in the building into RDF format.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RDF property</th>
<th>Note</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>resource [57]</td>
<td>Sensor name</td>
<td>sensor1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hasLocation [58]</td>
<td>Sensor location</td>
<td>room101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>observedProperty [58]</td>
<td>Observed property</td>
<td>temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>featureOfInterest [58]</td>
<td>Entity related to observed property</td>
<td>room101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uom [59]</td>
<td>Unit of measurement</td>
<td>°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This test case uses a rule-based performance assessment mechanism called the scenario modelling method [9], which can leverage raw or unprocessed data during all phases of the building life cycle. Scenario models present different aspects of building performance in parallel and allow for a more complete or holistic perspective on local and global performance.

![Example of Operation: Comfort v Energy Consumption](image)

Figure 11: Detailed information for test scenario. This model highlights building function, represented by temperature, and energy consumption of related AHUs.
For this experiment, a scenario model reflects some key concerns in the area of comfort and energy consumption in the building (Figure 11) by examining building function and energy consumption of the Pool Hall AHUs simultaneously. In this case, the hybrid architecture uses the Pool Hall instance from the IFC-RDF source as the analysis context.

The objective is to compare traditional analysis based on data from the Cylon system (Figure 12a) against an equivalent analysis that also uses available data from the outputs of a building energy simulation model (Figure 12b). The intention is to examine the capabilities of the hybrid architecture in terms of presenting meaningful additional engineering information, through which building managers can make informed decisions.

Figure 12: (a) Zone temperature and relative humidity (b) Total energy consumption of heating coils in AHU1 and 2.

The key issue for this test case is that the heating coils are not adequately metered. The quantification of their energy consumption requires additional equipment. The first performance objective details the air temperature within the swimming pool hall zone. Each objective uses a functional metric, which simply returns the current air temperature value for the zone at a given time. The second performance objective focuses on the energy consumption of the heating coils within AHU1 and AHU2 that serve the pool hall zone. The two objectives, taken together, constitute a scenario model (Figure 11).

When the model is considered over a 24-hour period, a clear picture emerges of the comfort conditions and energy consumption in the zone. Such processed and precise information is enormously beneficial for building managers, who typically have limited resources available to process large volumes of disconnected information. A closer look at the temperature objective indicates that the zone conditions adhere with the specified functional intent.

The temperature of the space remains at 30°C while staying within relative humidity bounds of 40-60%. With regard to associated energy consumption, heating coil energy output is relative high before 11 am, compared with the rest of the day. The cause for which is that the outside air dry-bulb temperature is lower up to 11am and as result
more energy is used for heating.

By coupling the outputs of a calibrated energy simulation model with available data from the BMS, a building manager can examine one of the largest energy consumers in the facility without additional workload, cost or effort. This work is the first step in optimising the operation of the AHUs that service the pool hall area.

5.2 Test case 2: Time efficiency evaluation of hybrid architecture and pure RDF data sources

The second test case examines the scalability of the hybrid architecture approach, particularly in terms of query efficiency for large volumes of time series data. This test case compares query efficiencies for data stored in standard relational databases and accessed by the hybrid architecture against time-series data stored in pure RDF format.

The approach taken used a significant volume of hypothetical data for a theoretical modern office building with a number of different sensors in fifteen rooms (details shown in Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device type</th>
<th>Instances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature sensor</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humidity sensor</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air-speed sensor</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrared sensor</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoke sensor</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illumination sensor</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO₂ sensor</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Sensors deployed in each room of the hypothetical building.

This test case generated data at ten frequencies, from 1 minute per record to 10 minutes per record with a linear increase, to represent different volumes of data. This resulted in approximately 80 million records per month with the frequency of 1 minute per record.

Two methods are used to store these data for the evaluation: the first method stores data in MySQL database tables and this corresponds with the approach used in this paper. The second transforms time-series data into RDF format, storing it on the Openlink Virtuoso platform.

The queries leverage a task generator that creates rudimentary yet automated rule definitions at five different frequencies. The frequency of each analysis query varies from 1 second per query-objective to 0.2 seconds and the analysis interval is set to 24 hours.

Both the efficiency evaluation program and the data management program are installed
on the same computer. The computer uses a 64-bit Window 7 operating system, 64-bit MySQL platform and 64-bit Virtuoso platform, and has an E8500 CPU, 4 GB RAM (DDR2, 667MHz), and a 250 GB hard disk (8 MB cache, 7200 RPM). This specification is considered better or equal to hardware on which most BMSs reside.

Table 3 illustrates the average time of the efficiency evaluation for different data and task frequencies. Where M denotes the MySQL approach and V indicates the Virtuoso approach. Each cell represents the average response time for 5,000 tasks. Multi thread technology is used by the program to handle tasks from the task generator, so response times are independently recorded by each thread. It is from the point when a task is generated to the point of obtaining time-series data from databases.

Table 3: Average response time of efficiency evaluation (ms)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data frequency (record/hour)</th>
<th>Task frequency (task/second)</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>2.5</th>
<th>1.67</th>
<th>1.25</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>4620</td>
<td>10837</td>
<td>1885</td>
<td>4620</td>
<td>842</td>
<td>1820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>3085</td>
<td>428</td>
<td>1216</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>789</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both methods achieve stable performance when the data frequency is less than 20 record/hour. The response time of MySQL is around 60 milliseconds (ms) and the response time of Virtuoso is around 80 ms. Some negligible fluctuations are due to the caching mechanism of the operation system. In cases with additional reading load, i.e. data frequency \(\geq 20\) record/hour, the response time starts to rise. Significantly larger variations arise for recording frequencies of 60 and 30 record/hour.

In addition, tables generated with different data frequencies hold the same row numbers and indexing information. The reason for the noticeable differences in query time is that the reading load from requests already exceeds bottlenecks of the server hard disk. Results in the first row and the second row of Table 3 can be improved with a faster
hard disk. With development of hardware technology, general RAM and hard disk devices already achieve more efficient performance. In addition, most BMSs collect time-series data with a lower frequency (usually 4 record/hour) and the objective generating frequency for a building is lower than 1 task/second. Therefore, both approaches are sufficient for lower resolutions of time-series data but the hybrid approach can provide sufficient efficiency for performance data of contemporary and future buildings.

6 Conclusion

The lack of adequate integration of building performance data with other contextual building data has long been an issue for the AEC industry. The inability to consider building information holistically hinders the optimisation of building performance and the narrowing of the gap between actual performance and design intent.

Many of the existing approaches to data integration in the industry call for significant conversion efforts of native data formats to a central data format, or the creation of adapters to link differing formats together. Other approaches describe information semantically. This work recognises that not all AEC information needs to be integrated and that it is usually more efficient to leave data such as performance measurements in their native format.

This paper describes and implements a novel method of linking traditionally disconnected data and information and constructing integrated data sources to enable in-depth and insightful building performance assessment. The approach adopts a three-step methodology (the DB-RDF, the connection module and the mapping module) which governs the presence the representing of database scheme and platform information, the access to data stores and the mapping of time-series data to contextual building data.

The approach provides a hybrid architecture on top of the existing building management infrastructure, which enables the provision of a cross-domain information assessment function. Based on this new development, building performance can be comprehensively assessed using existing performance assessment approaches, without significant reinterpretation and conversion from building managers. In addition, the design of the hybrid architecture provides sufficient efficiency of data integration, which is essential for real-time building performance assessment, especially for analysis cases involving a large number of buildings. Furthermore, this approach could provide financial controllers with new insights into asset and organisational energy consumption and environmental performance, particularly at different levels of granularity.

With time-series data integrated by the hybrid solution, abnormal behaviours in buildings can be detected using Fault Detection and Diagnosis (FDD) algorithms for building operation optimisation in the future.
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